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He belonged in the lineup over Dan Boyle on most nights this season anyway
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Only twice before had Serena Williams lost the opening set of a Grand Slam match by a score of 6-1
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Republican Representative Mark Foley of Florida was caught sending inappropriate emails to congressional pages, the teenagers who run chores and errands for members of Congress.
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The petition claims the lack of libido-enhancing drugs for women reflects “persistent gender inequality” at the FDA.

The Cardinal’s comments should be “considered reliable and worthy of respect and attention”.

NXP and Avago proposed annual synergies of $500 million and $750 million, respectively.

Distributors want more rights to air shows over a variety of services but there is also more pressure to monetize programming.

There have not been any human health concerns raised over animal-only antibiotics.

“It rained a little bit, a little mist, I was a little anxious, but he went out there happy and went around...
there in his high cruising mode and got something out of it so it was good
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Some longtime Capitol observers wonder why it's taken de Blasio so long to fire back
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“They have pneumonia symptoms and have been put on respirators,” he said.
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Plus, you can always stay in a hotel before or after your cruise
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Here’s what happened: I got an invitation to go to New York to attend a celebration on the arrival of that French boat, the Normandie
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Speaking purely in terms of solidarity the failure to commit is damaging, especially as the UK begins to sow the seeds of EU reformation.
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"So I think all of that together gets mixed up in one, and then you guys come out with this: 'She's not happy
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The owners quickly contacted the department and claimed him
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The union and NetJets are meeting with a federal mediator to try and resolve the dispute.
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And in 2010, the country enacted a law allowing gay couples in registered partnerships the right to adopt children.
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Increasing a plant’s ability to locate and absorb water and nutrients through its roots could potentially lead to bigger and better crop yields.

But nobody had ever called lost property about the belongings its final load of passengers had left behind.

"The people who are selling on these websites do have a reputation to maintain," Murdoch says, "and they try to make sure they are selling a good product - albeit an illegal one."
Security officials counter that it provides important data they can combine with other intelligence to help stop attacks.